Art 86: Clay Sculpture
Instructor: Andrew Connelly

Assignment #2
The Perfect Cube

**Objective:** Create three cubes that are perfectly equal in dimension on all sides.

**Criteria:**
The three cubes will be 6” x 6” x 6”, 9” x 9” x 9”, 12” x 12” x 12”
All cubes will be closed forms (six sides)
All cubes will be constructed using slab method
All cubes will be equal in dimension on all sides
Cube dimensions will be accurate to 1/4 inch in leather hard state

**Project due:** March 11

Assignment #3
Standing Figure

**Objective:** Create two standing figures that are proportionately correct using sculpture armature.

**Criteria:**
Must have two figures
Figures must demonstrate correct proportional relationships
Figures will be standing
Figures may be clothed or unclothed male or female
A picture can be used for reference for figure
Figure will be as realistic as possible

**Project due:** March 11